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	 Hey bud, thanks for reading. Don't feel obligated, but here are some



	 


	 
WAYS YOU CAN SUPPORT THE SHIT OUT OF VERN & OUTLAWVERN.COM


if that's your thing:




	1. Patreon
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Toss me a couple bucks a month, support the good shit, also get access to a bunch of exclusive writing. This is my primary source of writing money that has allowed me to cut down to part time at the day job. Thank you!



	2. Buy my books from your local bookseller or somebody
  Amazon.com Widgets


click here for my Amazon author page[image: alt]

(NOTE: My ten year contract has passed on the Titan books, so I don't get residuals on them like I do WORM ON A HOOK and NIKETOWN, but I would love for you to read them because I'm proud of them)


EXTRA CREDIT: Review them on Amazon! That would really help me out. Unless you didn't like them, in which case forget I said anything.



	3. If you ever buy from Amazon, go through my links or search engines
 



(you pay the same amount you were gonna pay anyway they cut me a little slice)




	I also have an Amazon UK one:
   Amazon.co.uk Widgets

(I can't get the search box widget to work anymore, so click on MOONWALKER and then search for what you want.)


	4. My exciting line of fashion and leisure products
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(I get a couple bucks per item, you get a cool t-shirt, mug or lifestyle item)





	5. Spread the word
 
Tell your friends about my reviews and my books and everything. Only cool people though please, we don't need a bunch of suckers and/or chumps around here.

THANKS EVERYBODY. YOUR FRIEND, VERN



* * * *
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	Recent commentary and jibber-jabber
	jojo on Six-String Samurai: “I saw this pre-aicn (I didn’t even know what aicn was back then). It reminded me of a mish-mash of…” Apr 9, 10:21

	Mr. Majestyk on Six-String Samurai: “My experience with this was exactly like Vern’s. Thought it was cute but it did not remotely live up to…” Apr 9, 09:11

	CJ Holden on Six-String Samurai: “You remember how I sometimes don’t know shot about movies and believe for decades that they are something else? Well,…” Apr 9, 09:07

	Bill Reed on Six-String Samurai: “Saw this back in college and loved it. A friend and I would quote it at each other, including the…” Apr 9, 09:07

	emteem on Six-String Samurai: “I’m someone who definitely ordered this DVD based on all of the Ain’t It Cool News hype. I even kind…” Apr 9, 08:58

	CJ Holden on Godzilla x Kong: The New Empire: “Kaplan, I’m not saying that there weren’t weird or even dangerous conspiracy theories in popculture before. The difference here is…” Apr 9, 00:59

	Ben on El Muerto (The Dead One) (2007): “Haha holy shit Sam Jackson was in a live action KITE, fuckin amazing. Guessing they addpated the non hardcore porn…” Apr 8, 22:10

	VERN on Godzilla x Kong: The New Empire: “The only one of those anybody ever thought was about 9/11 was INTO DARKNESS, and only because the writer was…” Apr 8, 21:41

	Kaplan on Godzilla x Kong: The New Empire: “I’m counting as 9/11 Truther subtext any movie that has the theme of “someone high-up on the protagonist’s side is…” Apr 8, 21:07

	Falconman on El Muerto (The Dead One) (2007): “They made a live-action movie of KITE?! And it got a release? I’m sure it’s been sanitized for mainstream audiences…” Apr 8, 18:40

	VERN on Godzilla x Kong: The New Empire: “My objection to the character has nothing to do with the current widespread belief in idiotic and sometimes hateful conspiracy…” Apr 8, 18:20

	Alan on Heat (1995): “I know it’s a tiny thing, but I love the low angle shot of Deniro from behind, following his feet…” Apr 8, 13:51

	Mr. Majestyk on Godzilla x Kong: The New Empire: “What on earth makes you think any of us were the kind of people who watched 9/11 truther movies?” Apr 8, 13:45

	Kaplan on Godzilla x Kong: The New Empire: “CJ, my counterpoint to that is that we had a whole wave of 9/11 Truther movies about false-flag terrorist attacks,…” Apr 8, 13:39

	Bill Reed on El Muerto (The Dead One) (2007): “As I was reading, I confused Tony Amendola for Tony Plana, and then was delighted to discover that Tony Plana…” Apr 8, 13:33



	VERN’S “I RECOMMEND THE SHIT OUT OF THIS PRODUCT” CORNER:
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